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1. Abstract

The  Lexsearch  system,  a   database  specialised  in  the 
management of statutes is described in this article. It is part 
of  a  broader  project  aimed  at  building  a  computational 
support system for drafting legislative texts1.
The global architecture of the system includes the following 
modules:

• Lavagna:  a module for the composition (assembly) of 
legislative texts (Computer Aided Design)

• Lexedit: a module for checking legislative texts
• LexSearch:  a  Relational  Database  of  legislative  texts 

and models
• Iperinflex  a hypertext manual of the legislative drafting 

technique

Lexsearch is  placed  in  an  intermediary position  between 
Lexedit and  Lavagna.  Lavagna will  be  the  framework 
which,  in  the  phase  of  drafting,  will  enable  the  user  to 
choose the structure of the new text, selecting the type of 
document (for example, a regulation will have a different 
structure  from a  decree-law or  from a  law converting  a 
decree into law, etc.). Once the user has selected the model, 
he  can  `assemble`  the  legislative  contents  choosing  each 
kind  of  provisions  from  menus  presented  by  Lavagna. 
Lexedit will supply the lexical and syntactic linguistic tools 
capable of producing a text that is correct on a formal level 
as well as one that is rationalised in structure.  Lexsearch 
will be capable of exploiting the structural and functional 
organisation of the texts in order  to carry out conceptual 
retrieval and diagnosis. 
The relations between the various modules are illustrated in 
the figure 1.1:

1 Many of ideas developed in this project are based on the work of 
Carlo.Biagioli in this field and on fruitful discussions with him.

Figura 1.1: Global architecture of the system

In order  to develop the system, it is necessary to provide 
Lavagna with contents: for this reason, the present function 
of Lexsearch (and of Lexedit) is to identify lexical, syntactic 
and structural models that constitute the Lavagna's menus, 
obviously  by  working  on  existing  legislative  texts,  for 
abstracting  and  generalising  formal  and  non  ambiguous 
models.

2. Related Research

Legislative drafting has, since its origin, been perceived as 
a discipline linked to the formal aspects of legislative texts; 
as a result, drafting-support  systems  operate on a textual 
level,  identifying  the  structural  elements  of  a  document 
(section;  subsection;  titles;  citations)  and  basing  the 
functions of analysis and control on these. On the retrieval 
level  also,  information  retrieval  in  traditional  systems  is 
concentrated on textual search functions.
In  some  systems  more  advanced  features  have  been 
introduced, but the configuration of documents only permits 
reasoning  processes  on  easily  and  unambiguously 
recognisable  textual  elements,  for  example,  the 
identification of citations allows us to approach the semi-
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automated creation of legislation in force. 2 The shift to a 
more  complex  level  of  analysis  requires  a  change  in 
computational  techniques.  Continuing  the  example  of 
citations,  the  use  of  techniques  for  natural  language 
recognition  (document  understanding)  may allow  us  to 
identify  and  classify  them  (referrals,  amendments, 
substitutions, etc.).
Other projects are based on the representation of the contents 
of the texts in knowledge bases3: but these systems lie outside 
the sphere of legislative drafting, because the model created 
by the knowledge engineer has no longer any direct link with 
the texts,  being the result  of  subjective interpretation even 
though tending to retain isomorphism with the texts [Bench 
Capon  and  Coenen  1992]. 4Even  the  results  of  analysis, 
control  and  diagnosis can only indirectly be  transferred to 
legislative texts.
A  third  methodology  belongs  to  the field of  conceptual 
retrieval systems, that since [Hafner 81] constitutes one of the 
most successful legal applications of A.I. Intelligent retrieval 
systems  are  built  by  introducing  A.I.  techniques  into 
traditional  retrieval  systems.  Improvements  involve  both 
search  strategies  (statistics,  relevance  ,  etc.),  and  the 
conceptual depth of retrieval.
We place Lexsearch  in this sphere: it represents the evolution 
of  a  traditional  retrieval  system towards a  conceptual  one, 
based on making a limited number of elements of the content 
explicit.  It  should  be  noted  that,  compared  to  traditional 
conceptual retrieval systems, the knowledge component are 
not  identified  a  priori  in  Lexsearch,  but  are  composed  by 
values assigned to the structural  slots whenever the model is 
applied  to  a  new text;  that  makes the model  general  and 
independent from the knowledge.
As it is inserted within a drafting system, it takes into account 
the dual  aspect:  analysis for  constructing the model  and  a 
model for automating analysis. Like, for example in Flexicon, 
[Smith et al.  1995] designing conceptual models of both a 
legal and factual domain permits the automated indexing of 
documents, just as the definition of a model of a legislative 
text and of the structure-type of provisions will enable, the 
generation of already structured documents  [Gordon 1989]; 
[Evans  1990];  [Lauritsen 1992];  [Branting 1993]; 
[Daskalopulu and Sergot 1995]. In Lexsearch, the conceptual 
structuralization of documents is used, not only for providing 
information,  but  also for  analysis and  diagnosis,  based  on 
logical  relations  (restrictions,  dependency,  contradiction) 
established between functional and conceptual elements. 

3. The General Model

The two following tables represent the data model defined in 
accordance with the basic components and their place within 
2  [Biagioli C., Mercatali P.,  G.Sartor,  1993];  [Mercatali 1995]; 
[[Mercatali 1995b]; [W. Voermans, E. Verharen, L. Matthijssen, 
M. Fridael 1995]; [ Catta, V. Tauziac, , 1996]; [Palmirani e Sartor 
1996]; see also  the Proceedings of the 1993 IURIX Conference.
3 The work of Layman Allen also finds a place here, because the 
identification of logical connectives and modal operators require 
the interpretation of the content; also  [R. Winkels  and N. van der 
Haan, 1995] 
4 Ten years ago we developed the expert systems called Esplex, in 
wich a distinction was introduced between the knowledge base 
components  (definitions,  procedural  rules,  prescriptions,  factual 
conditions,  goals).,  but  the  methodology  proved  inefficient  in 
terms of  the  time  involved  and,  in  any case,  it  could  only  be 
implemented in limited domains.

legislative texts5.

Identifying 
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Fixed Parts Provisions Links
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Table 3.1 Model on the basis of the Basic Components
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document
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document
enacting body
title

preamble
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citations
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application 
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general  
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see 
Table 
4.1

organising
financial 
coordination
transitional 
temporal and/or  
territorial force
date and place 
of promulgation

Table 3.2 : Model on the basis of the position of the components

4. Classification of the provisions.

As we described in sect. 1, the Lexsearch knowledge is on a 
more abstract level than that of conceptual retrieval systems, 
because it does not deal with the contents of the legislation, 
but  with the  illocutionary  functions  of  the  provisions:  the 
statute  is  not  considered  as  a  document,  but  as  a  set  of 
provisions.  The typology of the provisions is based on the 
general  theory  of  law,  but  the  choices  made  also  meet 
pragmatic criteria, because the model has been tried out and 
modified  by  analysing  samples  of  legislation.  It  is  not, 
however, to be considered definitive.
The groups are:

• norms  that  concern  the  text  under  examination  (fixed 
parts, scope, general principles, financial provisions);

• norms that concern the link with the legislative system (all 
the  links,  the   co-ordinating  norms,  the   transitional  
norms);

• the actual  norms, meaning the statements6 that  regulate 

5 The distiction between the components of the model (tables 3.1. 
e  3.2.)  and  the  types  of  provisions  (table  4.1.)  is  close  to  the 
distinction  [Branting  and  Lester  1996]  between  rhetorical  and 
illocutionary structure of a legal document.
6 As the contact with the text is very close in Lexsearch, we tend 



behaviour  (prescriptions)  and  those  that  lay  down 
sanctions when the prescriptions are not complied with. 
Prescriptions  are  therefore  autonomous  norms  7,  while 
sanctions exist in as far as there is also a prescription to 
which they refer.  

• constitutive norms. The distinction between  constitutive 
norms and  regulative norms  [Searle 1969,  Searle  and 
Vanderveken 1985]; [Conte 1985]; which correspond in 
the theory of Speech Acts [Austin 1962], to the distinction 
between  declarative acts and directive acts, is one of the 
most familiar and debated issues in general legal theory. 
Along side this, there is the equally well-known distinction 
made by Hart between  primary and secondary norms. 
Studies  have  been  done  on  interpreting  the  theory  of 
constitutive  norms  in  the  light  of  Hart's  classification 
[Biagioli 1991] and in terms of deontic logic [Mazzarese 
1982]; [Biagioli and Sartor 1993].  The most recent trend 
in general  legal  theory seems to agree in attributing an 
increasingly important role to  constitutive  norms and in 
widening  the  category.  Contrary  to  regulatory  norms, 
which  can  easily  be  identified  on  the  basis  of  their 
prescriptive  characteristics,  there  is,  for  the  class  of 
constitutive norms, no certain and unambiguous criterion 
for their identification. As constitutive norms are a non 
uniform category, we have preferred to substitute classes 
of norms identified on the basis of specialised and easily 
identifiable functions for the class of constitutive norms in 
the broad sense. They are:

• procedural norms
• classificatory norms
• institutive norms  understood  here  in  a strict 

meaning, in the sense of norms that create a body, or 
an  office,  that  did  not  exist  before.  Organising 
provisions, of  which  texts  that  are  closer  to 
administrative acts rather than legislative texts are 
full, are reasonably similar.  

• norms attributing competence 
• definitions (close  to  Conte's  thetic-constitutive 

norms or, in other words, norms that create a legal 
status).

• constitutive norms in a strict sense,  as norms that 
create a legal effect: ex..”If parts do not subscribe 
contract , it must be considered null ”. 

4.1. The Attributes

The  complete  architecture  of  the  drafting  system  is 
composed  of  a  ‘container’ (Lavagna)  which  manages 
further  ‘containers  ‘(types  of  legislation).  The  instance, 
namely the new text, is in part constituted by a fixed part 
(organic  refs.,  formulas,   signatures,  etc.),  in  part  it  is 
composed  by  the  draftsman, who  chooses  between  the 
various  types  of  provisions  and inserts  the contents.  The 
provisions are atomic (actual provisions) and  ‘containers’ 
of other provisions (links). 

to have the object of the query coincide with the segments of the 
text. In fact, the concept of a provision (or rule, or norm) does not 
so much identify the linguistic expression but rather its meaning. 
The norm may be expressed by more that one enunciation, or by a 
part of one. Here, we can simplify this considering that there is a 
correspondence  between  the  linguistic  expression  and  the 
provision,  which enables us to identify in an unambiguous way 
the segments of the text within the legislation. In general, we do 
not consider segments of a text that are less than a subsection.
7 So-called "blank norms" without sanctions. 

Every provision is provided with attributes, that enable us 
to explain a few relevant elements of the contents to be used 
in the search and analysis phase. As it shall become clearer 
later, all the data management functions are based,  on the 
combination of the provisions/attributes8.
As for the provisions,  the choice of attributes was  made 
with pragmatic methods. keeping in mind that the elements 
to be expressed must meet the criteria of:

• relevance, both for the purpose of documentary retrieval 
as well as analysis and control

• intuitiveness, in such a way as to retain the isomorfism 
with the text and an acceptable uniformity in use

• correctness from the legal point of view. 

Some attributes are common to all the provisions, others are 
specific  according  to  the  type  of  provision.  Common 
attributes are:

• information links, or, in other words, links established 
by the  legislator  for  the  purpose  of  permitting  better 
understanding  of  the  given  legislation.  They  may be 
directed  towards  other  legislative  norms found in  the 
same  text  ("..the  Commission  provided  for  in  the 
previous article...") or in another text. 

• referrals: in contrast to the information links, referrals 
perform  a  more  important  function,  because  their 
knowledge is required for the purpose of the application 
of  the  new  norm  ("persons  in  possession  of  the 
requisites set forth in article..."). 9

• the title (if there is one).

The following is a table of the main types of provisions and 
related attributes:

Provision Attribute/s
Definition DEFINIENDUM / TITLE / 

REFERRAL
Attributing Competence OBJECT / ADDRESSEE 

REFERRAL / 
INFORMATIVE LINK 
TITLE

Constitutive LEGAL EFFECT 
REFERRAL 
INFORMATIVE LINK 

Interpretative INTERPRETED NORM 
INFORMATIVE LINK 
REFERRAL

Instituting INSTITUTED BODY 
REFERRAL 
INFORMATIVE LINK  TITL

Provision Attribute/s

8 On  the  model  based  on  the  couple provision/attributes,  see 
[Biagioli 1996].
9 Referrals are:  static, that is, towards specific norms, identified in 
accordance with the time in which they come into force; dynamic , 
that  is  towards norms in  force  at  the  time in  which  they were 
referred to (including, therefore, not only the original norm but all 
the subsequent amendments).



Prescriptive BEHAVIOUR  ADDRESSEE 
/ MODALY' TITLE / 
REFERRAL 
/INFORMATIVE LINK

Procedural ADDRESSEE / ACTIVITY / 
TITLE / REFERRAL 
INFORMATIVE LINK

Sanctioning INFRINGED NORM 
/ADDRESSEE / TYPE OF 
SANCTION / TITLE 
REFERRAL 

Material link: Derogation DEROGATED NORM 
/INFORMATIVE LINK 
REFERRAL

Material link: Extension NORMATIVE REFERENCE 
INFORMATIVE LINK 
REFERRAL

Amending link: 
Abrogation

ABROGATED NORM / 
INFORMATIVE LINK / 
REFERRAL

Amending link: 
Substitution

NORMATIVE REFERENCE 
/ INFORMATIVE LINK / 
REFERRAL

Temporal link: 
Prorogation

PROROGATED NORM / 
INFORMATIVE LINK / 
REFERRAL 

Temporal link: 
Suspension

SUSPENDED NORM / 
INFORMATIVE LINK / 
REFERRAL

Table 4.1  Attributes according to type of provision

5. Relations between types of provisions

The greater informative and diagnostic power of a structured 
database  is due to the possibility of exploiting information 
about the contents associated with the documents, translating 
logical  and  legal  relations  between  the  various  types  of 
provisions into algorithms. The most evident are the relations 
between the  links and  the  norms  to  which  they  refer:  no 
interpretation is necessary for establishing that an abrogating 
norm abrogates,  an amending norm amends,  a  substituting 
norm substitutes, and so one. 

5.1. Processing links for the reconstruction of texts in 
force

In the model we have distinguished between two classes of 
links:
• Links as types of provisions (Part 3.1.), which are legally 

norms that deal with other norms or the normative system 
in  general,  and  logically  belong  to  the  large  class  of 
metanorms; 

• Links  as  attributes  of  provisions  (referrals  and 
informative links: Part 4).

The distinction is due to the fact that only those parts of the 
text  that  constitute  a  complete  rule   are  processed 
autonomously.  In  the  case,  for  example,  of  an  abrogating 
norm,  the  function  of  the  provision  is  precisely  that  of 
identifying the object and of indicating the effect that will be 
generated on it; while, in the case, for example, of a definition 
that  contains  a  referral  to  another  norm,  the  function  for 
defining  the  provision  is  privileged,  and  the  referral  is 
considered an attribute. Analysis of the types of intervention 
that can be made on the basis of the links will also clarify the 
differences on a practical level.

It is necessary to distinguish between: a) legislation in force, 
meaning  the  artificial  reformulation  ('virtual  text')  of  the 
norms in force at a given moment in a given domain which 
takes the amendments that have been made into account. It 
has no normative validity; b)  intervention at a textual level 
and with normative validity, as 'consolidated text'  and codes. 
In  relation  to  these  different  levels  of  intervention,  the 
processing of the links permits:
• an informative  function  ,  which,  for  every  provision, 

consists in highlighting  (static and dynamic) referrals and 
informative links found in the text. The function uses the 
values  of  the  attributes,  and  allows  for  queries  for 
learning, for example, about all the referrals referred to as 
normative or informative; the explanation of the dynamic 
referrals,  the 'history' of a provisions from that referring to 
that being referred to.

• generation of the text in force, meaning the creation of a 
virtual  text  obtained by translating the functions of  the 
links into computer procedures: not all the links that we 
have identified but only the textual links. The expressly 
abrogated  norms  disappear  from the  text  in  force,  the 
norms that integrate them are added, and the norms that 
are the object of (total) substitution are substituted. 

• retrieval and classification of all norms regarding a given 
domain, that constitutes the raw material for the draftsman 
of the code. the system may only perform a support role to 
creation of consolidated texts which require intervention 
of  an  interpretative  and  also  normative10 nature.  The 
structuralization  of  texts,  however,  permits  an  already 
functionally classified domain to be supplied: 

5.2. Other logical relations

By  logical  relations  between  norms,  we  mean  `typical` 
relations  which  can  be  made  explicit  between  classes  of 
statements (provisions),  and,  for  the  purpose  of 
computerisation,  must be  able to  be translated into formal 
terms. In Part 6, we shall deal in more detail with the types of 
query  that,  being  based  on  these  relations,  can  provide 
elements of analysis and diagnosis and we shall give some 
examples. For the moment, we shall just list some `cases`. 
• The  relation  between  prescriptions and  sanctions: in 

general,  every  prescription  requires  a  sanction,  to  the 
exclusion  of  so-called  blank  norms:  the  sanction  may 
sometimes  be  placed  in  distant  or  logically  dislocated 
parts  of  the  text  from the  corresponding  prescriptions, 
sometimes the lack of a specific sanction may be fictitious 
because it may be taken from generic forms of referrals, 
sometimes it may be actually overlooked. A more absurd 
case would be sanctions that are not linked to any specific 
infringement. 

• A norm  instituting a body should have a corresponding 
norm of attribution of competence. In fact, it may be said 
that the institution of a body is dictated by the necessity of 
delegating  precise competencies to it; the equivalence is 
not,  however,  total  because  many  norms  attributing 
competence  are  directed  towards  existing  bodies 
(Regions, Provinces, Municipalities, Mayor, etc.); on the 
other hand, many competencies provided for other bodies 
constituted  on  an  ad  hoc basis  (Commissions, 
Departments,  Colleges,  etc.)  may  be  of  a  strictly 
administrative type, and therefore be defined in the class 
of procedural norms.

• Constitutive norms (in  the  strict  sense)  and  definitions 

10 In the  sense that  the interpreter  has the power to  give legal 
force to his own interpretation choices. 



should constitute the premises of prescriptive norms. We 
have already mentioned how the essence of their  nature 
lies in laying down conditions of conceivability, of the 
existence of a status or an effect.

• A norm  attributing competence should be linked with a 
prescriptive or constitutive norm. Even here the principle 
is  not  to  be  understood  as  absolute,  because  the 
competencies  attributed  or  delegated  by  one  body  to 
another  may be of general significance or activated in 
temporal or territorial phases that are very far apart: for 
example,  a  statue that  delegates  competence  to  the 
Regions to legislate in specific domains (e.g., agriculture) 
will be translated into many texts. Instead, in a limited 
sphere, there is (or should be) a correspondence between 
provisions that attribute competence to other bodies and 
provisions through which these bodies perform the duties 
entrusted  to  them.  For  example,  regional  laws  on 
agriculture  attribute  the  power  of  identifying  and 
classifying the zones relating to agriturism to the Province. 
Provisions  that  establish  the  (constituent)  criteria  and 
(prescriptive)  restrictions  on  the  basis  on  which  these 
zones are identified can be found in the same texts. 

• A  procedural  norm should  depend  on  a  prescriptive 
norm. The conditions on which a given legal effect must 
or can be reached are established in the prescription:  how 
this  effect  is  reached  is  established  in  procedural 
provisions.  Often,  in  mainly  administrative  legislative 
texts,  it  becomes  difficult  to  distinguish  the  part  that 
prescribes behaviour from the part that dictates procedural 
passages.

6. The model of the database

Lexsearch  is a database designed according to the relational 
database  (RDB)  model,  whereby  data  representation  is 
actuated through bidimensional tables that can be searched 
through the SQL language which has become a widely used 
standard  in these kinds of environments.  However,  in the 
future, we foresee (see Part xxx) the use of a object-oriented 
model  of  a  database  which,  thanks  to  its  features  of 
abstraction for  representing reality and to  the inheritability 
that permits every object  to incorporate   all  or part  of the 
definitions of another object as its own, may more effectively 
exploit the possibility of defining each provision as a class, 
and of associating definitions (data) and functions (methods) 
to every instance of the class.

For the definition of the tables the information to be to be 
processed is subdivided into separate arguments, such as, for 
example, "Types of Provisions" and "Types of  Attributes" 
and each argument has subsequently represented a table in the 
database.  Later,  which kinds of information stored in each 
table  was  established:  given  that  every  category  of 
information constitutes a field and is represented by a column.
The "Types of Provisions" table, for example, contains the 
fields or columns "ID Provision" and "Description" and every 
line represents a type of provision, for example

The designed architecture is based on two separate levels:
• an abstract level, linked to the analysis of normative texts 

according to the functional model described previously
• a level linked to the data, that contains the definitions of 

the texts to which the abstract model was applied.

The first level is constituted by the following databases or 
tables (in the language of the RDB model the two terms are 
synonymous) :

• Types of Provisions
• Types of Attributes

The second is formed by the following tables:

• Texts of Laws
• Texts of Provisions
• Attributes

A relational database management system enables us to store 
correlated data in separate tables and to define the relations 
between the tables. The relations are subsequently used for 
retrieving the correlated information stored in the database. 
For example in the relation

several elements of the "Types of Attributes" table or several 
attributes  correspond  to  every  element  of  the  "Types  of 
Provisions" table, whereby we have, for example 

1 record of table Types of 
Provision

M records of table Types of 
Attributes

Sanctioning Provision
Addressee
Sanction Type
Infringed Norm

Types of 
Provisions

One To Many 
Relation

Types of 
Attributes

Table: Types of Provisions

ID 
Provision Description  other fields

100
Prescriptive 
Provision ...

Row or Records

Columns or Fields



The set of relations that link the tables is represented, in a 
simplified way in Figure 6.1

Fig. 6.1:Relations of LexSearch DataBase
The relations that are introduced were subsequently subjected 
to the data normalisation process . We shall now describe in a 
simplified  way the  structure  of  the  tables  highlighting  the 
fields  on  which the  relations  are  based. The  first  level  is 
structured in 

Figure 6.2: Relation between “Types of Provisions” and “Types 
of Attributes” table

where the fields in bold type represent the primary keys within 
the table. This type of relation establishes that there are one or 
more attributes (records in the Types of Attributes table) for 
every type of provision (a record in the Types of Provisions 
table)  and that given a certain attribute it will belong to one 
and only one type of provision. The data level looks like:

Figure 6.3: Relation between “Texts of Law” and “Types of 
Provisions” tables

This relation indicates that there are more than one record in 
the "Texts of Provisions" table or for every normative text or 
that every legislative text will be subdivided into one or more 
provisions for every record of the "Texts of Laws" table, and 
that given a certain provision it will belong to one and only 
one  legislative  text.  The  other  fundamental  relation  is  the 
following:

Figure 6.4: Relation between “Texts of Provisions” and 
“Attributes” tables.

This relation associates the values of its attributes to every 
text of a provision. 
The last relationship illustrated in Figure xxx is that which 
links the "Texts of Laws" table to the "Fixed Parts" table.

Figure 6.5: Relation between the "Texts of Laws" and the 
"Fixed Parts" tables

The "Fixed Parts" table contains the associated values of the 
Preamble, the Formula for initial promulgation, the Date and 
the Place of promulgation built on the basis of the value of 
the "Type of Part" field. There are other tables such as the 
"Semantic Lists" and "Binding Values" which, being 
secondary to the general structure, will not be described here. 
We shall see through a practical example how the abstract 
data model is actually applicable to a normative text. With 
regard to this, it needs to be stressed that loading data into 
Lexsearch takes  place  almost  automatically by starting off 
from  a  version  of  the  text  in  electronic  format.  This 
automation is carried out through several simple operations of 
cut and paste which are typical of the operating system used 
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as  a  development  platform  for  the  application.  Let  us 
presume, therefore, that we already have a normative text in 
electronic form. In this case, it is necessary to load the data 
relating to that text into the "Texts of Laws" table and, in 
particular, to prepare the following fields

• Normative ID (assigned automatically by the system) 
• Full Name 
• Full Text

We must prepare the last field by establishing a link between 
the  field  of  the  table  and  the  object  "Full  Text"  without, 
however, incorporating the text into the database but simply 
storing only its location  according to the criteria dictated by 
the  operating  system technology.  Once  the  text  has  been 
loaded in the "Texts of Laws" table, we can chose the part of 
the text we wish to define with a certain type of provision, 
copying it into the buffer of the cache memory, furnished by 
the system, to move onto the application of the database and 
through the form in Figure 6.6 load the values of all the fields 
in the two tables ("Texts of Provisions" and "Attributes") in 
an extremely simplified way.

Figure 6.6: Data input screen: "Provisions" - "Attributes"

Let us now presume that we have identified a provision like 
the following in a part of the text:

ART. 10
 COMPANIES ELIGIBLE FOR THE CONTRIBUTIONS ...  PROVIDED FOR IN 
CHAPTER I OF THIS LAW MAY NOT BENEFIT FOR THE SAME INVESTMENT 
FROM OTHER FINANCIAL CONCESSIONS REGULATED BY REGIONAL 
LEGISLATION  [...]“

and to define it as a prescriptive provision with the following 
values of its attributes:

Deontic Modality = "FORBIDDEN"
Behaviour       =  "FINANCIAL CONCESSIONS FROM 
REGIONAL LEGISLATION" 

In this case, it is sufficient to copy the text in the clipboard 
and move onto the database environment, filling in the input 
screen by using Paste and a few other manual operations (see 
Fig. 6.6). The value for the  "Provision Type" and "Norm" 
fields may be easily selected from a list that can be displayed 
by  clicking  on  the  relative  arrow  with  the  mouse,  the 
"Provision Text"  is  recopied  from the buffer  of  the cache 
memory. The data regarding the provision and the values for 

the attributes need to be filled in manually; it should be noted 
that,in any case, the names of the attributes may be selected 
from the list that is displayed after the user has chosen the 
"Provision Type".
Obviously, the creation of the database is simple, once the 
user has become familiar with the use of the abstract model. 
Furthermore, in future, through the "Lavagna" environment, it 
will  be  possible  to  achieve  the  dynamic  passage  of  data 
through increasingly simplified operations.

7. Query and Diagnosis Functions

The structuralization of the normative text according to the 
functional  model  offers  more  flexible  and  focused 
possibilities of data searching and also, in some cases, permits 
the diagnosis and/or control functions aimed at establishing 
the  consistency  of  the  defined  normative  system   to  be 
activated.   
A  first  class  of  query  concerns  the  phase  of  normative 
investigation;  a  very simple  example  can  be  found  in  the 
following: 

Query  1:  extract  all  the   “Definitions”  that  have  some 
association with a term X.
In  order  to  make  the  query,  it  is  sufficient  to  write  the 
appropriate instruction in the SQL language using the point & 
click graphic technique which allows complex queries to be 
developed and modified in a few minutes, by acting only on 
the fields of the tables concerned without any knowledge of 
the syntax of the SQL language. 

Compared with traditional retrieval technology, which would 
search for the term in all the 'text' fields of all the articles, the 
query made in this way only operates on a class of selected 
contexts based  on typology (definitions)  and,  within these, 
only searches the values of the attribute 'definiendum”. It is 
obvious  that  the  non  pertinent  set  of  data  is  considerably 
reduced,  even  if  tools  for  linguistic  normalisation  which 
guarantee the completeness of the search must be taken into 
consideration.  The  query  may be  made  more  complex  by 
combining it with a search for normative referrals provided 
for as an attribute of the definitions class, so that not only all 
the definitions  of  a  term are  found but  also definitions  of 
linked terms (for example, the definition of an agritourism11 

entrepreneur  retrieves  the  definition  of  an  agricultural 
entrepreneur).The same query may be used for the purpose of 
normative diagnosis, for verifying whether a given definition 
appears more than once in the same normative source or in 
different normative sources and, in the affirmative case,  to 
find any contradictions.

Query 2: A second interesting example is that of the analysis 
of  provisions attributing competence: this class is provided 
with the attributes "Addressee", meaning  the body to which 
competence is attributed and "Object", that is, the contents of 
the attribution. Here, various interesting queries can be made: 
for example, the verification of all the classes of addressees 
11 According  to  a  recent  Italian  law,  ‘agriturism’,  concerns  all 
activities  relating  to  tourism  carried  out  by  a  farmer  in  farm 
buildings. Special regulations and financial facilities are provided 
for  agritourism.  We  have  chosen  this  legislative  domain  for 
experimenting Lexsearch because it provides a good example of 
overlapping   and  comparison  between  statutes.  The  field  is 
covered  by  a  national  statute  on  agritourism,  by  several  (20) 
regional  statutes  and  it  is  connected  to  all  norms  concerning 
agriculture and tourism.
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relating to a given legal domain. For example, in relation to 
agritourism, what are the powers attributed to the Regions, to 
the Provinces and to the Municipalities. Secondly, the user 
can verify whether the passage of competence is sequential, 
for example, whether the Regions legislate within the limits 
attributed by a state law, whether the competence delegated 
by  them to  the  Provinces  is  compatible   with  their  own, 
whether  the  subsequent  passage  from the  Provinces  to  the 
Municipalities falls within the limits conferred upon them, etc.
Other types of recognition may be made by highlighting only 
one of the attributes, for example,   Addressee,  in order  to 
learn which and how many powers are attributed to a Body, 
for example, to a Province from a Region.
A type of control, which we have already mentioned in Part 5, 
is  based on the combination of  a  query on the  provisions  
attributing  competence class  and  on  the  "object"  attribute 
with a  query in  the  prescriptive  provisions class  and the 
"behaviour"  attribute or  in the  procedural  provisions class 
and the "object" attribute, for verifying the that delegation has 
been carried out by the delegated body.
Query  3:  The  user  wishes  to  investigate  the  prescriptive 
provisions and  sanctioning provisions through a search of the 
values of the "Behaviour" attribute present in both types of 
provisions.  In  this  way,  all  the  (P/S)  provisions  can  be 
extracted  which  involve  a  given  type  of  behaviour  by 
selecting a  precise  normative  environment.  This  extraction 
may  also  be  used  for  diagnostic  purposes  providing  the 
possibility of highlighting any anomalies in the system such as 
prescriptive  provisions  which  are  without  equivalent 
sanctioning provisions.

8. Conclusions and future research

We think that  development in information retrieval systems 
lies  in  producing  texts  structured  in  a  deeper  way and  in 
accordance  with  cognitive  criteria.  Advances  in  this  trend 
coincides with the  building of  tools for the automated and 
semi-automated drafting of documents that use prestructured 
models of the text. 
At this time, efforts in both the sectors are concentrated on the 
development of models supporting retrieval function but also 
flexible and close to the formalism of the law. When the two 
trends meet in this operational way or, in other words, when a 
large number of the legal documents (from legislative texts to 
administrative  acts,  court  decisions,  employment  contracts, 
etc.)  are  already produced  in a  structured form,  it  will  be 
necessary  to  begin  a  new  phase  for  strengthening  these 
frameworks,  by  developing  new  inference  and  reasoning 
functions. For example, when the legislator,  using Lavagna 
and Lexedit, sets about drafting a new law, the Lexsearch data 
base should be accessible in an interactive mode, so that he is 
able  to  recognise  the  precedent  at  each  step;  constraint 
function could automatically inform the legislator whether, for 
example,  there  is  already  a  definition  for  the  same 
definiendum, or a sanction for the same offence. It appears to 
be  more  complex  to  be  able  to  automatically  inform him 
whether the new norm provides exceptions to existing general 
norms.
Another  aspect  for  future development concern the use of 
inductive  learning tools  for  improving the  models  and  the 
designing of data minig techniques for checking coherence or 
evolution in normative addresses. 
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